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Abstract: Urban heat sources from urban infrastructure and buildings could meet ~10% of the European building heating demand. There is, however, limited information on how to use them. The EU project ReUseHeat has generated much of the existing knowledge on urban waste heat recovery implementation. Heat recovery from a data center, hospital and from water were demonstrated. Additionally, the project generated knowledge of stakeholders, risk profile, bankability and business models. The recovery of urban waste heat is characterized by high potential, high competitiveness compared to other heating alternatives, high avoidance of GHG emissions, payback within three years and low utilization. These characteristics reveal that barriers for increased utilization exist. The barriers are not technical. Instead, the absence of a waste heat EU level policy adds risk. Other showstoppers are low knowledge on the urban waste heat opportunity and new stakeholder relationships being needed for successful recovery. By combining key results and lessons learned from the project this article outlines the frontier of urban waste heat recovery research and practice in 2022.
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1. Introduction

The urban infrastructure of district heating (DH) is not new. The idea of DH is traced to ancient Roman baths. Early baths were heated using water from hot wells; later on, under-floor (hypocaust) heating was used e.g., a central heating system with an underground furnace where the hot air was distributed under a raised floor standing on pillars [1]. A precursor was established in the French village of Chaudes-Aigues in the 14th century. It consisted of wooden pipes distributing geothermal hot water from the hot spring of Par, with a temperature of 80–82 °C, to some buildings in the village [2,3]. The history of modern DH started in the United States in the middle of 18th century as single trials of private persons to heat their homes using combustion of wood, coal, oil or natural gas to produce high-temperature steam that was distributed through pipes [4]. In commercial form, DH has existed since the 1880s [5] and has constituted an urban infrastructure since. For example, the system supplying Manhattan in New York was put into operation in 1882. The current systems tend to have a supply temperature of approximately 80–90 °C, often referred to as third-generation systems [6]. In this paper, this kind of system is referred to as a high-temperature (HT) system. Low-temperature (LT) systems are increasingly relevant, as they allow for increased shares of renewables, geothermal and waste heat sources. They have been defined as systems with a supply temperature of heat that is below 70 °C [7]. Urban waste heat is LT, possible to introduce into both HT District Heating Networks (DHNs) and LT DHNs. When inserted into HT DHNs, a heat pump (HP) is often resorted to.

Half of the energy use in the EU is used for heating and cooling [8]. The total heat demand for buildings in Europe has been estimated at 10 EJ/yr [9]. Industrial waste heat (resulting from different processes, often HT) has a large potential to contribute to the
energy demand in Europe. An estimated 2.7 EJ/yr of available industrial waste heat [10] could meet one quarter of the heat and hot water demand in Europe. Industrial waste heat has been successfully integrated into DHNs in some countries but there is still a large untapped potential. The world champion on industrial waste heat recovery into DHNs is Sweden, but even there only a fraction of heat supplied (9%) originates from industrial processes [11–17]. Urban waste heat can come from IT (data centers), transport systems (metro), sewage water and buildings. The ReUseHeat project identified that urban waste heat could satisfy one tenth of the European building heating demand.

Despite its potential, only a restricted number of installations are present in Europe. There are individual examples of heat recovery refrigeration system of supermarkets [18,19], from wastewater treatment facilities [20,21], from data centers [22–26] and from an underground station [27]. One explanation for the low implementation is that where HTDHNs exist, the interest in LT sources has been low as a result of other fuels such as gas and biomass being cost-efficient.

How warm a network is will determine whether urban heat sources need a heat pump to be recovered. In ReUseHeat, heat was recovered using an HP. In addition to technical validation, analyses were performed on potential, stakeholders, investment risk, bankability, contracts, business models and competitiveness compared to other heating alternatives. By combining key results and lessons learned from the project, this paper provides unique, holistic information on urban waste heat recovery. The results are aggregated and discussed jointly, providing information on the 2022 frontier of LT heat recovery research and practice.

In the context of EU-funded research, ReUseHeat (2017–2022) [28] builds on previous knowledge and EU-funded projects, focusing on things such as potential studies for DH including industrial HT waste heat recovery (the finalized Heat Roadmap Europe Series) and DH implementation to create awareness about the solutions at city level (the finalized CELSIUS Project) [29–31]. ReUseHeat bridged the gap between conventional HTDH and unconventional LTDH and has been followed by the ongoing REWARDHeat project [32] addressing standardized solutions for LT heat recovery.

Next, materials and methods applied for collecting different kinds of results in the ReUseHeat project are described. In Section 3, the results on urban waste heat potential, LTDH performance, barriers and business aspects are provided. Discussion (Section 4) and conclusions (Section 5) round the paper off.

2. Materials and Methods

The ReUseHeat project has demonstrated three demonstration sites recovering urban waste heat. Four sites were targeted, but one could not be implemented (metro system heat recovery). To contextualize the urban waste heat recovery, its potential was estimated for EU 28. Moreover, business aspects were studied in depth to support demonstrator replication as well as to create awareness about urban waste heat recovery characteristics. The work with demonstration, potential assessments and business aspects is heterogenous. Therefore, a multitude of methods were applied to generate different results. These are presented next.

2.1. EU Potential

The urban excess heat potential of waste heat encompassed sources other than those foreseen to be demonstrated in the project. Waste heat from datacenter, metro, hospital and water (which were to be demonstrated in ReUseHeat) and food processes and buildings were identified [33]. LT waste heat has the disadvantage that it cannot be transported very far. Therefore, only heat sources within 2 km of the existing DHN across the EU-28 countries, at an average HP performance of COP 3 of the HP used, were included in the final assessment of the accessible excess heat. How far the waste heat can be transported depends on the size of the source and how warm it is. It is therefore difficult to identify a cut-off distance that applies to all LT heat sources. A cutoff was made, allowing LT waste
heat transportation for a maximum of 2 km. These volumes were referred to as accessible excess heat volumes, an important distinction to gross available heat volumes.

For quantification of excess heat from the urban sources, an inventory of unique district energy installations, data centers, metro stations, wastewater treatment plants, food production and retail facilities, service sector buildings and residential sector buildings was drawn up. The general basis for the accessible excess heat assessment for the service sector buildings and residential sector buildings was data on specific cooling demand (cooling need reflects available waste heat) [34]. The excess heat sources have been characterized by recovery type, temperate ranges, temporality and heat pump conversion type (Table S1 in Supplementary Material).

2.2. Method to Assess Scalability and Replicability

Scalability reflects how well a system, network or process can expand to meet increasing demand. Replicability indicates how well a system can be copied and installed somewhere else. The methodology for assessment of the scalability and replicability consisted of collecting specific data from demonstration sites by means of a questionnaire survey. Several factors were assessed to identify the scalability and replicability of the demonstrator sites. Economical, regulatory, and stakeholder acceptance are examples of factors assessed. A cumulative result—a scalability index and a replicability index—were calculated for each of the demonstration sites [35].

2.3. Method to Compare Costs of Alternatives for Heating

A calculation tool has been developed by ReUseHeat that compares the cost of LT heat recovery with alternative heating solutions. The levelized cost of LTDH was identified. For assumptions of the tool and details on calculations, see Supplementary Material and Tables S2–S4. The tool is downloadable from the webpage of the project.

2.4. Method to Study Business Aspects

The project identified the key stakeholders, barriers, value chain, risks, bankability, organization, contractual factors and business models. The stakeholder perspectives, barriers and the status of the value chain were studied: the scientific literature and the existing laws, policies, regulations and guidelines (collectively defined as ‘institutional barriers’) in Europe were reviewed; interviews with multiple stakeholders were held, involving 76 respondents across eight European countries. The stakeholder groups interviewed were DH companies, waste heat owners, customers, policy makers and investors interested in green energy. For the risk assessment, scenario analysis in combination with a discourse on cognitive bias were applied to the context of the demonstrators. For the bankability assessment, financial principles were applied to urban waste heat recovery investment opportunities. The contract design was based on traditional methodologies related to infrastructure projects [36]. For identifying efficient business models for the demonstrator sites, the business model canvas was used [37].

2.5. Method for Technical Demonstration

The technical demonstration was conducted stepwise; a pre-feasibility study was succeeded by a feasibility study, commissioning and subsequent operation. The progression of the demonstration sites was followed up on a quarterly basis. Once the equipment was taken into operation the results of the demonstrators were monitored. Performance data from the demonstration sites are: heat supply, excess heat saved, electricity, primary energy saved, CO₂ emissions saved and economic parameters such as simplified payback period. For the datacenter heat recovery, four months of monitored data were generated in the project. For the hospital heat recovery, 10 months of monitored data were generated in the project. Extrapolations for full-year operations were made for both demonstrators. For the awareness-generating demonstrator site, more than one year of monitoring data exists.
3. Results

The results are provided on urban waste heat potential (3.1), LT DH performance and barriers (3.2) and business aspects (3.3).

3.1. Urban Waste Heat Potential

The accessible waste heat volumes in the EU-28 countries are summarized in the supplementary materials (Table S5).

The total volume of the accessible urban waste heat is 1.2 EJ/yr per year. Most comes from sewage water (42%), followed by data centers (23%), buildings (service sector 19% and residential sector 8.8%). Smaller fractions come from metro systems and food processes. LT waste heat could meet ~10% of the European heat demand for buildings [9].

3.2. Urban Waste Heat Recovery Performance

3.2.1. Demonstrator Performance

Detailed information on demonstrators’ concepts is described in Chapter 3: ReUseHeat handbook [38]. Several Key Performance Indictors (see Tables 7 and 9 in the ReUseHeat Handbook, Chapter 3 for specification of the KPIs) were quantified for the data center and a service sector building (hospital) demonstrator sites.

Data Center

The demonstrator is situated in Braunschweig (Germany). The heat is injected into a newly built and operated LTDHN. The performance is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Intended Result</th>
<th>Estimated Value for a Full Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat supply</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess heat volume</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary energy saved (PES)</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>2602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ emissions saved</td>
<td>Tonnes/year</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified payback period</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the estimated results for a complete year with the intended values shows a large positive deviation in PES (doubled). CO₂ emissions saved and electricity usage were both larger than foreseen. More electricity was needed because hydraulic adjustments were necessary to avoid overheating of the HP. In terms of economic indication, the payback for results of a full year is foreseen to be much lower than anticipated (3.05 years instead of eight years).

Heat Recovery from a Hospital

The hospital is a public hospital in Madrid, Spain. LT heat from the condensation circuit of water-water electric chillers is recovered. The monitored data on the performance of the demonstrator are shown in Table 2.

The results show that the estimated results for a full year were better than expected. Again, the use of electricity was higher than foreseen but to be expected from the increased thermal energy production. Economically, the demonstrator had a significant shift of simplified payback from 15 to less than two years.
Table 2. Intended and achieved key performance indicators data from the data center demonstrator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Intended Result</th>
<th>Estimated Value for a Full Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat supply</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste heat recovered</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary energy saved</td>
<td>MWh/year</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>3768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ emissions saved</td>
<td>Tonnes/year</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified payback period</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Awareness Building Demonstrator (Dashboard)

The third demonstration site was focused on developing a demonstrator for building awareness about the urban waste heat recovery by means of a visualization dashboard. To visualize is especially important in countries where heat demand provided by DH is low and awareness on DH is rather absent. It was developed for heat recovery from water (sea and sewage). The dashboard can be accessed through the project website. Detailed information is found in [39].

Metro Heat Recovery Demonstrator

A fourth demonstrator site was foreseen: metro tunnel/platform heat recovery. The metro demonstrator was not realized, as the stakeholders withdrew from the project. In spite of this, learnings were made from feasibility studies. Two design concepts exist and are ready for future implementation. For a review of these, please view Chapter 3 in the ReUseHeat Handbook [38].

Scalability and Replicability Analysis of Demonstrator Sites

The aggregated scalability and replicability indices of the demonstrators are presented in Figure 1. Both ratios were above 50% (the red dashed line) for all demonstrators. The scalability index was highest for the hospital demonstrator (75) and the replicability index was highest for the metro demonstrator (80). The scores for the individual factors of scalability and replicability of all four demonstrators are presented in Figures S1 and S2 in Supplementary Material.

![Figure 1. Scalability and replicability indexes by heat source.](image-url)
The detailed analysis of the scalability and replicability factors identified economy of scale as the most important factor for all demonstrator sites. Profitability was also an important factor for three of them (except for the hospital demonstrator). Software integration, interface design and technical development were the low-score scalability factors.

3.2.2. Competitiveness of Urban Waste Heat Recovery

A tool was developed in the project to compare the costs of heating alternatives. It was applied to the following heat supply options: gas-, biomass-, oil- and electric boilers, air-to-water heat pump, HT DH and LT DH in the ReUseHeat demonstrator countries (Spain, France and Germany). In Germany, resorting to HT DH (€83/MWh) or LT DH (€74/MWh) are on par with the costs of a gas boiler (€83/MWh). The pattern is similar for a house in Spain, with the LCOHs being €77/MWh, €65/MWh and €80/MWh, respectively for the HT DH system, LT DH system and natural gas-fired boiler. The highest LCOHs in both countries are associated with electric boilers. In France, on the other hand, the natural gas-fired boiler is the cheapest alternative (€80/MWh) compared to the DH solutions (HT DH system: €98/MWh; LT DH system: €89/MWh). Detailed results with a distribution of the individual cost types are presented in Supplementary Material (Figures S3–S5) and at the website of the project (2021 energy prices used).

3.3. Barriers

Policy: In the EU, there is no clarity on what waste heat is. There is no policy setting waste heat on par with, for example, solar or wind. Instead, there are incentivized investments in renewables which then compete with non-incentivized investments in urban excess heat. The unclear status of excess heat adds investment risk to any waste heat recovery investment (urban and industrial).

System maturity: Incomplete value chains and limited demonstration makes it difficult to both find competencies that can install the system for heat recovery and to make standardized implementations. Instead, every time a new design is needed, and installers face a learning curve during the implementation. This is also reflected in the fact that there are no standards to adhere to and no standardized contracts to resort to. Jointly, these aspects make the implementation more costly and time-consuming than conventional DH system implementations.

Value of waste heat: Another barrier beyond the institutional involves different perceptions of how much the waste heat is worth. This is particularly troublesome if the parties have different expectations of, for example, payback of investments. Also, there might be different views on the quality and usefulness of the heat. For example, DH companies often do not need waste heat in summer regardless of how high its quality is, which leads to different perspectives of the value of the excess resource across seasons [40].

3.4. Results on Business Aspects

Stakeholders and value chain: The main stakeholders have been identified [41,42]: DH companies, excess-heat owners, customers, investors and policymakers.

The LT value chain is not complete and piggybacks off the high-temperature DH value chain. DH companies are interested in completing the parts missing to make LT heat recovery profitable. The waste heat owners are important for the success of LT heat recovery but must be willing to engage in contracts delivering specified heat volumes over time. At the side of the value chain are investors and policy makers. They can impact demand and support market uptake by demanding and incentivizing the LT heat recovery solution.

Contracts and risks: Regarding the contracts for urban waste heat investments, the project often requires multiple parties, which makes the contract writing complex. In designing contracts, important factors are win-win solutions, supply conditions, ownership and usage of assets, clear communication pathways, operational activities, renegotiation, mitigation and simplicity of the contracts [36,40,43]. The question of contractual efficiency was addressed in [36].
**Business models:** Working on business models for the ReUseHeat demonstrators, a transition from the business model logic of centralized and large-scale thinking to also include the value that a local heat source can offer was identified as important. The urban waste heat offer is characterized by the customer value of sustainably and locally produced. On the activity side, the urban waste heat recovery relies on long-term, win-win relationships with heat owners, often prosumers, which necessitates ample customer dialogue. On the resource side, the inclusion of an HP and possibly a LTDHN must be accounted for. One important learning from the project was that the sustainability that customers recognize is not capitalized on. Instead, the conventional HT business model is applied to the LT business case, which erodes it. Indeed, the sustainable feature of LT heat recovery could be an opportunity for DH companies to diversify their customer offer.

4. **Discussion**

The urban waste heat potential is of such magnitude that it should be a heat supply worth pursuing. Taking into account that it also has features that will be standard in future energy supply (no combustion, making use of a local resource in a circular system) and that it can replace fossil fuels, it should be on the agenda of any urban development scheme.

The urban heat sources will differ in terms of how large they are and how warm they are. The larger and warmer, the further the heat can be transported before use. The main delimitation is that LT heat must be used near where it is generated, as transportation or long supply lines are not efficient. This makes the matching between demand and supply increasingly important compared to a conventional HTDHN. If there is not enough demand locally for the available LT heat, then there are limited possibilities to use the full LT heat volumes available. This was, for example, the case of the datacenter heat recovery and for the foreseen implementation of the metro heat recovery.

The demonstrated site of datacenter heat recovery and heat recovery from cooling towers of a hospital show important results. Primary energy savings for a year from those two demonstrator sites is 6.3 GWh, and 1133 tonnes of CO₂ are saved; this is possible within a payback of three years (3.05 for the datacenter) or less (1.9 for the hospital). To put the size of the saving into proportion, an average-sized electric car uses 2 kWh per 10 km. The circumference at the equator is 40,074 km and to drive around it (theoretically) in the electric car one would need 2 kWh × 4007.4, which equals 8015 kWh or 0.008 GWh. Hence, the primary energy saved would allow an electrical car to drive 788 laps around the equator. For the context of the GHG savings, one ton of CO₂ emissions corresponds to using a hair dryer for 20,000 h. The tonnes of CO₂ saved would allow the usage of a hair dryer for 22.6 million hours or 944,167 days. The payback result was not expected. Rather, at the beginning of the project the novelty of the implementations and the absence of standards led to the assumption of paybacks in the range of 8–15 years. At the beginning of the project, the pre-assumption was also the LTDH solutions would have difficulty competing with gas boilers. For both Spain and Germany, applying the prices of 2021 (e.g., prices before the Russia-Ukraine war situation), LTDH proved to be a competitive option.

Profitability and a certain volume (scale) of the implementations were seen as important for scalability and replicability of the sites, whereas software integration for efficient operation was not seen as an issue. The most scalable site was the heat recovery from the hospital, whereas the most replicable site was the foreseen metro heat recovery. It was foreseen from the tunnel and platforms in metro systems. This implementation was the second foreseen implementation in Europe. In the CELCIUS Project, heat recovery was installed in the station of Islington in the metro system of London. Heat was recovered from the ventilation shafts and from transformers of electricity substations. The demonstrator encountered a number of barriers to implementation; one important one was the need to rebuild existing infrastructure to recover the waste heat. The ReUseHeat demonstrator foreseen for the metro system took this experience into account, and it was decided to target the heat from tunnels and station platforms. The idea was to make a compact implementation that could be placed in any metro tunnel. Returning to the element of distance, the distance
between the heat recovery foreseen (in between rails in a small platform) and the customer (the building of the metro operator itself) complicated the implementation of the metro heat recovery. The project reviewed three alternative implementation sites for the metro heat recovery, where one would have been very efficient in terms of distance between heat supply and heat usage. This site had to be abandoned, as the metro operator decided to rebuild the space where the HP was foreseen to be installed.

That waste heat owners have core business activities that reduce the interest in waste heat recovery is known already from industrial waste heat collaborations. This was, however, also confirmed by the experiences in ReUseHeat, and it has been concluded that for new processes to be tested, organizational approvals take a long time. Several obstacles are identified and indicate that large-scale implementation will not come without an important effort. Some activities could support the development: (i) establishing that LT excess heat is a valuable asset at EU level and pushing its implementation by public sector requirements for urban waste heat recovery in new development areas; (ii) strengthening knowledge about the hidden urban asset; when there is awareness across the value chain from policy makers to customers, demand will follow; (iii) ensuring that waste heat investments are supported and placing them on a level playing field with investments in renewables; the current situation might lead to locally available heat supply being foregone; (iv) more implementation is needed to show the viability of urban heat recovery solutions. Standardization of technical configuration as well as of contractual arrangements are still pending. Not until such are in place will there be any large-scale private investment in this asset.

The DH market is heterogenous across countries. In addition, an EU-level framework on waste heat is missing, which makes it difficult for urban waste heat investments to keep pace with incentivized investments in renewable sources. Taking its large potential into account, it is important to foster interest in urban waste heat at both national and local levels. One possible way to push implementation is to make urban waste heat recovery standard in the construction of public spaces such as schools, hospitals and offices. Thereto, making heat planning mandatory at the municipal level across the EU would be feasible.

5. Conclusions

Globally, LT heat recovery has been implemented in a large number of places (more than 160 have been documented) [7], now augmented by the achievements from the ReUseHeat project. The number of these smart city installations confirms that interest in LT heat recovery is global. ReUseHeat project results validate that recovery of urban waste heat is technically, economically and environmentally feasible and can significantly support the decarbonization of cities [44,45].

In sum, the technology is there, and the heat supply is there; however, the policy framework and awareness amongst stakeholders are not. As a result, the demand is limited, and actors across the DH value chain deliver solutions they are used to delivering. In the light of the climate crisis and the Russia-Ukraine war, a strategy of “keeping the lights on” is no longer justifiable. It seems as if the time for large-scale LT heat recovery implementations has come.
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List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>District Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHN</td>
<td>District Heating Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>High Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Heat Pump</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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